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1. Write your

Instructions

Hall Ticket Number on the OMR Answer Sheet given to you.
Also write the Hall Ticket Number in the space provided above.

Answers are to be marked on the OMR &nswer sheet.

Please read the instructions carefully before marking your answers on the OMR answer
sheet.

4. Hand over both the question paper booklet and OMR answ€r sheet at tbe end of the exarrrinatjon.

5. No additional sheets will be provided. Rough work can be done in the questiou paper
itself/space provided at the end of the booklet.

6. Caiculators axe not allowed.

7. There are. a total of 50 questions in Paxt A and Part B together.

8. There is a negative marking in Part A. Each correct answqr canies 1 mark and
each wrong ansrser caries - 0.33 mark Each question in Part A has only one
correct option.

9. There is no negative marking in Part B. Each correct apswer carries 3 marks.
In Part B some qdestions have {nore than one correct option. Alt the correct
options have to be marked in OMR sheet other wise zero marks witl be credited.

L0. The appropriate answer(s) should be coloured rrith either a blue or a black ball point or a
sketch pen. DO NOT USE A PENCIL.

11. THE MAXIMUM MARI{S FOR THIS EXAMINATION IS 1OO AND THER^E

WILL BE NO INTERVIE\M.
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Part-4.

r Find the correct allswer and mark it on the OMR sheet, Each correct answer carries

1 (one) mark. Each wrong answer ca,rries - 033 mark

1. If a, B and,? are the roots of 13 + asz +bt * c: 0 then the value of. a2 + 02 + l2 is

tAl a2 - 2b. tBl b2 - 2c. tcl c2 + 2a. tDl b2 + 2c.

2. Let / : IR -+ lR and f (r) : l, - 1l + lr * 21. Let,s1 : {r l / is continuous at r} and

52: {c | / is differentiable at r}. Then

tA] Sr : lR, Sz : lR. [B] & : In, Sz : R' \ {1,2}.

[C] Sr:lR\{1,2}, Sz:lR' [D] Sr:R,\{1,2}, Sz:lR\{1,2}'

3. Consider the following statements

51: If / is Riemann integrable in [0,1] then /2 is Riemann integrable in [0,1].

^92: 
If /2 is Riemann integrable in [0,1] then / is Riemann integrable in [0,1].

Then

tA] ,5r is true but 
^92 

is false. tB] 51 is false but ,92 is true.

tC] both,Sr and ,Sz are false. tD], both & and ,52 are true.

4. The tunction /(t) : sin(r) * cos(r) is

[A] increasing in l0,rl2l.

[B] decreasing in l},nl2l.

[C] increasing in l},nlal and decreasing in ltrla,nl2l'

[D] decreasing in l},nl4 and increasing in lnla,rl2l.

5. Let Gr and Gzbetwo finite groups with lGrl : 100 and lG2l :25.If f : Gt 
- 

Gz

is a surjective group homomorphism, then

tAl lKer(f)l:2. [B] lKer(f)l: a.

tcl lKer(/)l :5. tDl lKer(f)l :10'
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6. Let {p"} be a strictly increasing sequence of prime numbers and let

r,,:(-1)e"*'(t* 1)tn*

' tAl ;j8"" : -112. tBl j*", - -1.

tcl j$r,,: 1. [D] ,,!gr" does not exist.

7. Let V be avector space of dimension n and {rr,ur,... ,?r,} be a basis of V. Let
o € Sn and ? :V *--*+V be a linear transformation definedby T(u6): uoe).Then

lA] 7 is nilpotent. tB] ? is one-one but not onto.

lC] T is onto but not one-one. tD] ? is an isomorphism.

8. Let G be agroup and a € G be aunique element of order n where n) 7. Let Z(G)
denote the center of the group G. Then

lAl o(G) : n. tBl o(z(G)) > 1. tcl z(G) :6. tDl G : Sz.

oo

9. If the series | (sinr)" converges to the value (4 + 2\/3) for some value of r in

(0,r12),then"t:fe value of r is

tAl rl3. tBl rl4. ICI rl5. tDl rl1.

10. If rn and M arcrespectively the greatest lower bound and the least upper bound of

the ser s: { Tl:. 
" 

> o} tr,"nlr*2' )

lAl m€S, IvI#5. tBl rn#S,M#5.

tcl rn4S,MeS. [D] m€S,MeS.

11. The value 
"f lTe 

(cosr;(1/'i"'") is

[A] exp(-l). IBI exp(l). tCl exp(-1l2). [D] exp(1/2).

12. The graphs of the real valued functions f (r):2log(r) and 9(r) : log(2r)

[A] do not intersect. tBl intersect at one point only.

tC] intersect at two points. tD] intersect at more than two points.
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13. The points of continuity of the function / : R. -+ IR defined by

r/_-\ f lr' - tl, if r is irrational
J(t/ : 

t o, if s is rational
are

tA] tr:-L,tr:A,r:1. iB] n:-I,r:1.
lcl r: -7, r:0. tD] ,r:0, r: t.

14. The smallest positive integer n such that 5n - 1 is divisible by 36 is

lAl 2. tBl 3. [c] 5. tDl 6.

15. Let f(r) : r5 + a1r4 * a2n7 * a3r2. Suppose /(-1) ) 0 and /(l) < 0 then

lA] / has at least 3 real roots. tB] / has at most 3 real roots.

lC] / has at most 1 real root. tDl all roots of / are real.

16. Let {u,u} be a linearly independent subset of a real vector space V. Then which of
the following is not a linearly independent set?

[A] {r, u * u}. [B] {u + t/1u,, - ,/zr}.

tcl {a,2u - ul2}. iDl {2u + u, -4u - 2u}.

L7. Let V be avector space of 2x2 realmatrices. Let A: I t ' I ,n.r, the dimension
L 1 -1 I

of the subspace spanned by {4, A', A',Aa} is

lAl 2. [B] 3. [c] 4. [D] 5.

18. Let A € MB(Q). Consider the statements

P: Matrix A is nilpotent.

Q: A3 :0.
Pick up true statements from the following.

iAl P+Q. tBl Q+PandP+A.
[C] P # Q andQ + P. tDl None of [A], [B], [C] is true.
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19. Consider the statements

& : 1- 1+ 1 - 1+ 1* 1+...: *1.
Sz, #- 1 - 2 +22 - 23 +.... Then

tA] ,S1 is true but ,Sz is false. iB] s1 is false but 
^g2 

is true.

lC] both 
^9r and ,s2 are true. IDI both s1 and ^gz are false.

20. Let ts I n1

tA] there exists a unique continuous function / such that F'(r;) : y5 for alI i.

tB] there exists a unique differentiabie function / such that F(r;) : gi for all e.

IC] there exists a unique n times differentiable function / such tltat F(r6) : y6

for all i.

lD] there exists a unique polynomial function / of degree n such that F(r1) : yi
for all i.

21. Solution of the differential equation g" - n (y,)' :0, subject to the boundary condi_
tions g(0) :0, g'(0): -1 is

r:, ./ r \
tA] a : | 

--7 6n-t 
16,)* b, where a and b are arbitrary constants.

tBl y: -t/it*,-' (fr)
lt ,/ r \

tc] y : \f 
l tan-' \d * b, where a and b are arbitrary constants.

tDl a: -iran-l (Jr")

22. Let V be the vector space of all continuous functions on lR. over the field IR. Let
S : {lsl, l" - 11, lx - Zli.

tA] ,9 is linearly independent and does not span V.

lB] ,9 is linearly independent and spans V.

tC] ,S is linearly dependent and does not span V.

tD] ,S is linearly dependent and spans I,/.
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23. 10 red balls (all alike) and 10 blue balls (all alike) are to be arranged in a row. If
every arrangement is equally likely, then the probability that the balls at two ends

of the arrangement are of the same colour is

tAl eaual to ]. iBl eoual to |. tcl less than ] IDI greater than ;.
24. 3 studeuts are to be selected to forrn a cornmittee from a class of 100 students. The

chances that the tallest student is one among them is

lAj less than 5%. tBl 6 to 10%. tcl r5Yo. tDl 50%.

25. Let f-be a smooth vector valued function of a real variable. Consider the two state-

ments

51 : div curl/: g.

,91 : grad div /:0. Then

lA] both Sr and ,92 are true.

tC] ,91 is true but 52 is false,

Part*B

o The following questions may have more than one correct answer.

r Find the correct answers and mark them on the OMR sheet. Correct answers

(marked in OMR sheet) to a question get 3 marks and zero otherwise.

r For the answer to be right all the correct options have to be marked on the

OMR sheet. No credit will be given for partially correct answers.

26. A sphere passing through the points (l-,0,0), (0, 1,0), (0,0,2) that has the least

radius is

lAl 18(c2 + a" + 22) - 16(r + y) - 352:2.

[B] 9(r2 + u2 + z2) - 5(r + y) - 16z: 4.

[C] 9(r2 + s2 + z') * 7(r + y) * LTz:2.

[D] None of the above.

[B] both ^91 and 52 are false.

[D] ,51 is false but 
^92 

is true.
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27 ' Let / be a function from IR -+ IR. consider the statement
P : There exists M in lR such that l/(r)l I M for all r in R. Which of the following
statements are equivaient to P.

lA] The range of / is a bounded set of lR

tBl l/l is a bounded tunction.

tC] / is taking all values between -M and M.

tD] l/l is taking all values between 0 and Ml2.

28' Let {r"} be a $equence of positive real numbers. Then which of the following is false?
oo oo

tA] If Ir," is convergent then | ,/r, is convergent.
n:I n=L
moo

[B] If f r,, is convergent then Lr*, is convergent.
n=l n=1,
oo

tC] If t rl is convergent then lim nn: 0.
z:l tl'+m

@

ID] If I 1/r* is convergent then lim rn:0.
n:1

29. Given 51 and ,52, where

,sr: A series i r, converges if for a given e ) 0 there exists AIo e N such that
n:o

lor,*t - anl <e for all n > .V6.

^9r: A series i ", converges if lar,-.1 * anl :a' where a is a fixed real number in
n:O

(0,1),

which of the following statements are true?

lAl s1 is true but sz is false. [B] Sr is false but sz is true.

lcl Both ^9r and s2 are true. [D] Both,sl and ,g2 are false.
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30. Let r,a € lR. If l;t + yl: lrl * lgl then

lAl l, - ul: lxl - lal. IBI lral: ,a.

tcl lr, + yl: lrrl + lal iDl lr + al : n + y.

31' Let / : lR -* lR be a quadratic polynomial. Then which of the following is impossible?

tAl f (r) <,f'(0), for all c e rR. iBl f'(r) > /(r), for alr r ) 0.

[C] /'(0) :0 and /(1) : /(4). tDl .f,(0) :0 and f (r) #0 for a[ r € ]R.

32' If a, 0 and'v are the roots of the polynomial 13 + n2 + x * 1, then the value of1 1' 1

-: 
-T.=- r- -------: isa-7 p-I'1-1'"

tAl r/2. tBl -1/2. tcl 312. tDl *312.

33. Let v be the vector space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to 2.
Let ^9: {r, *e* I, 12 +2r*2, 12+3}. Then

tA] ,9 is a linearly independent set. tB] ,g does not span v.
tcl neither [A] nor [B] is false. tDl None of [A], [B], [c] is farse.

34' Let ,f ' R -+ lR' be a function. Which of these four statements mean that / is a
constant function?

tA] For all r,A €R, /(") : f fu)

tB] There exists e € IR such that for all g € IR, f (*): f fu).

tc] Thereexists re rR and thereexists g€rRsuch that f(r): ffu).
tD] Foreach r €lR there existsg€Rsuchthat f(r): ffu).

35. Ler A : I I 1 I be a2x 2 rear matrix. Then
L0 1j -" erva,

tAl 1 is the only eigenvalue of A.

[B] ,4 has two linearly independent eigenvectors.

iC] '4 satisfies a polynomial equation with real coefficients of degree 2.

tDl A is not invertible under multiplication.
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36. Let M and, r/ be two smooth functions from R2 to R. The form (M dr * N dg) is
exact if and only if

tA] there exists a smooth function / such that Mdr * i/ dg : d,f.
rD.r AIUI 0N -tIJl Aa 

: n for all r and y.

ICI Curt(Mi+ Ni) : 0.

ID] ali the above statements are true.

37. The general solution of the differential equatio' (D, - /)ry : 0 i,

[A] (c1 - c2r) exp(a) * ("r - car) exp(_r).

[B] (q + czr) exp(er) * (c, + car) exp(*ix).

lC] (c1 - c2r)sin(r) * (cs - car) cos(-r).

lDj cl sinh(r) * c2rsinh(-r) * ca cosh(r) + carcosh(_r).

38. Let P be a polynomial of degree 5 having 5 distinct real roots. Then

tA] the roots of p ancl p, occtu alternately.

lB] tire roots of p, and p', occur alternately.

tC] all the roots of. p, p', p,,, p,,,,p,,', are real.

lDl it is possible to have a repeated root for p/,.

39' If each term of a 3 x 3 matrix -4 is constructed by selecting a number from the set
{-1,0,1} with the same probability 1/3, then

tAl the probability that the trace of A is greater than 0 is more than 1/3.

tBl the probability that A is a diagonal matrix is less than 1/g1.

lC] the probability that .4. is a non-singular lower triangle matrix is more than' 1./8r.

lD] the probability that .4 is symmerric is less than r/g1.
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40' By revolving the curve y: sin(c) about tfue r-axis in the interval [0,r], the surface
area of the surface generated is

' IAI 6r * 2n los(1 + \D). tBl 2J2n * 2r log(1 + rt).
tcl 2rtog(r + \/2). tDl 2tr(t +tog(1 + rt)).

. I cosz 0a cos di sin dr I4L. Let At: | :;"-: o ""1."_ur"':'"n l, ,i: 1,2. Then AtAz: 0 if- 
| cos 1isin?i sin2 0i 

J 
' " L) u' LL!v'

tA] At: 0z + (2k * L)n/2, & : 0, 7,2,. . . .

[B] 9t : 0z* kn, k: 0, 1, 2,....

[C] Bt : 0z * 2htr, k: 0, 1, 2,. . . .

IDJ dt : 0z * lcnf2, k : A,I,2,....

42. Let f : X -' Y and let .4 and B be subsets of X. Then

IAI f(AUB) s f[A]u/tBl tBl ftAluft}le f @UB)
lcl f (AnB) s ftAlnflBl tDl fvlnfwl e f@nB).

43. The value of the integral fto @ - lr])dr is
Jo

tAl 2. tBl 3. tcl 4. tDl 5.

44. Let f ,9, (a,1) * m. Let f (n): xsin(r/x2) and g(r):r2. Then

[A] both / and g are uniformly continuous.

iB] / is uniformly conti'uous but g is not uniformly continuous.

lc] / is not uniformly continuous but g is uniformly co'tinuous.

tD] both / and, g are not uniformly continuous.
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45. Consider a linear transformation from Ra to lRa given by a matri x A : 

I : 3 : ? 
I

Then the number of linearly independent vectors whose direction ,, l"lJnr*r:rl
this transformation is

lAl 0. [B] 1. [c] 2. [D] 4

46. Let V be the vector space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to 2. Let

D:V --+ V be defined as Df : f'.If .B1 : {1, r,r;z}, Bz: {1,1+ 12,!+r+r'2}
be two ordered bases, then the matrix of linear transformation [D]6r,6, is

fro ol lol ol lot ol f o tol
^' L: 3 :l rBr 

L:: :,) tcr 
L: :-:l '' L;:31

47. If.a and B u.. it* roots of (7 + 4\/5)12 + (2 + Ji), -2 - 0 then the value of la-Bl
is

tAl 2 - \fr. tBl 2+ rt. tcl 6 + 3/5. tDl 6 - 3\/5.

48. Consider the following system of linear equations

a;nrl * apr2*"' *015tr5 : br,

A21r1* a22x2 * "' * a25r5: bz,

i:
agyfr1* o,g2r2* "'*og5c5: bs.

A vector (lr, )r,. . ., trs) € IR.5 is said to be a solution of the system if ca : tr,,

'i; : 7,2 . . . ,5 satisfies all the equations. Then

iA] If the system of equations has only finitely rnany solutions then it has exactly

one solution.

tB] If all the b6's are zero then the set of solutions of the system is a subspace of

iR5.

tcl A system of 8 equations in 5 unknowns is always consistent.

iD] If the system of equations has a unique solution then the rank of the matrix

[a6r'] must be 5.
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49. What is the negation of the statement ' 'There is a town in which all horses are
white"

iA] In every town some horse is non-white.

tB] There is a town in which no horse is white.

tC] There is a town in which some horse is non-white.

iD] There is no town without a non-white horse.

50. Let ^9 be the surface of the cylinder 12 + A2 : 4 bounded by the planes z : 0 and
z: L Then rhe surface integral I Ir(@, - *); - 2rai + zi) .h dS

tAl -1. [B] 0 tcl 1. tDl None of [A], tBl tcl.
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